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Neal’s message is a much-needed one for all of us.
—Karen Taylor-Good, Grammy-nominated songwriter, author, and speaker stowegood.com
The Doorway – To A Lifetime Of Freedom’s message is profound. A college professor could not
have written 10 volumes and accomplished what The Doorway – To A Lifetime of Freedom
accomplishes.
—Barbara, College Professor and International Speaker
What an honor to have Neal Brownell as a guest on our Which Way Podcast! As author of The
Doorway – To A Lifetime of Freedom, his energy and positivity was contagious! If only we could
all see people the way Neal does, the world would be a better place!
—Shari Simmons, LCSW, co-host of the Which Way? podcast, Author, Speaker,
Consultant, and Exec. Dir. of the Fire Mtn. Residential Treatment Ctr. thetraumaspeakers.com sharisimmonspeaks@gmail.com
The part of the book that got my attention was expressing how everyone can contribute and
everyone has value, no matter what they look like or sound like. The character of a person is
what to look for. What a life lesson—the importance of knowledge.
—Theresa, Businesswoman and Parent
(Theresa is a successful businesswoman with a beautiful family that she dearly loves. When we
spoke with her she gave us this verbal testimonial. She sat behind her desk, got tears in her
eyes and said, “this book taught me that I really do have value”.)
I can say I learned a lot while reading, and plan on using some of the advice in my everyday life.
It was enjoyable, but also informative. I love the message.
—Danielle Breithaupt, College student
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If you would like more information about The Doorway – To A
Lifetime Of Freedom or want to schedule an interview, teaching
event, or book signing with Neal, please contact Linda Mae
Wilson at Knowledge Is Freedom Publishing in the United States
via phone at 845.657.3009, or email her at
knowledgeisfreedompublishing @gmail.com

